Optimum Economy
Not available in Hudson and Elizabeth counties
Rates and channel availability varies by location. Please contact Customer Service for more information.

Includes Broadcast Basic plus:
Animal Planet
ASpiRE
Bloomberg TV (HD)
Boomerang
Cartoon Network (HD)
CNN (HD)
CNN Headline News
C-SPAN3
Daystar
Discovery Channel (HD)
Discovery Family Channel
EuroNews
EWTN
Food Network (HD)
fuse (HD)

HGTV (HD)
History (HD)
Jewish Broadcasting Service
MSNBC (HD)
National Geographic (HD)
OWN (HD)
ReelzChannel (HD)
TBS*
Telecare
TNT*
Turner Classic Movies (HD)
TV One
WEtv (HD)

*Only available in Bronx & Brooklyn